
Did the 1787 Federal Convention exceed (runaway) its authority?
The reason the Framers put the convention mode in Article V of the Constitution.
Is an Article V convention a Constitutional Convention (Con-Con)?
Can an Article V convention be limited?
Did James Madison tremble at an Article V convention being called?
Does Congress control an Article V convention?
The history of conventions and amendments to our Constitution.
How the States can restore the Constitution by using the Constitution!
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"an ulterior resort is provided in amendments"an ulterior resort is provided in amendments
attainable by an intervention of the states, whichattainable by an intervention of the states, which
may better adapt the Constitution for the purposesmay better adapt the Constitution for the purposes
of its creation."of its creation."    James MadisonJames Madison

  "Nor however difficult it may be supposed to unite"Nor however difficult it may be supposed to unite
two-thirds or three-fourths of the State legislatures, intwo-thirds or three-fourths of the State legislatures, in
amendments...We may safely rely on the dispositionamendments...We may safely rely on the disposition
of the State legislatures to erect barriers against theof the State legislatures to erect barriers against the
encroachments of the national authority."encroachments of the national authority."    
Alexander HamiltonAlexander Hamilton

"The one remedy specifically provided for in the"The one remedy specifically provided for in the
Constitution is the amendment process that bypassesConstitution is the amendment process that bypasses
the Congress. I would like to see that amendmentthe Congress. I would like to see that amendment
process used just once. I do not much care what it isprocess used just once. I do not much care what it is
used for the first tme, but using it once will exert anused for the first tme, but using it once will exert an
enormous influence on both the Congress and theenormous influence on both the Congress and the
Supreme Court."Supreme Court."    Antonin ScaliaAntonin Scalia
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